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This paper focuses on Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s Queen of Dreams (2004) and discusses the 
effects of events of 9/11 upon the immigrant families in USA as hate crimes against non-whites 
erupted all over the country.  

 
In the aftermath of September 11, like so many single men and women in USA, Rakhi, the pro-
tagonist of Divakaruni’s novel, re-examines the meaning of being a divorced mother. The daugh-
ter of a dream teller, and an artist and the owner of a teahouse in her own right, Rakhi realises for 
the first time in life, the difficulties of living alone, and tries to come to terms with the emotional 
lacuna in her life. This paper compares Rakhi’s early opinion about the white natives and her 
painful awakening after having encountered a bunch of "goons" who attack her kith and kin at 
her Chai House in Berkeley, California, and who brand Rakhi and her friends as terrorists due to 
the dark colour of their skin. 
 
However, while the terrorist attack for all Americans is a revelation of the destructive power of 
hatred, it also sparks in the Indian immigrants a new faith in their Indian values and inspires 
them to search for their past, for their roots. As Rakhi goes through her mother’s dream journals 
after the latter has died in a road accident, she discovers her mother’s long-kept secrets and sacri-
fices, and her past in India. This enables Rakhi to confront her fears and to develop a new bond 
with her ex-husband Sonny and her father with the help of her six-year old daughter, Jona. Rakhi 
emerges as a stronger and happier woman at the end of the novel. The negative forces of terror-
ism in an adopted country thus contribute to Rakhi’s growth and evolution as a more mature and 
confident individual. 
 
Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni, a diasporas Indian writer deals with the cultural, racial trauma and 
violence precipitated by 9/11 in her novel Queen of Dreams (2004). Divakaruni chronicles the 
lives of an Indian immigrant family whose members struggle to find their identity in mainstream 
America without losing connection with their Indian roots. She conveys the idea that American 
culture cannot survive in the form in which it existed before the terrorist attack and critiques the  
American policy of racial/ethnic and religious discrimination. 
 
This paper presents a study of Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s Queen of Dreams and investigates 
the theme of identity crisis in the wake of experiences by Indians in America. The basic dilemma 
of diaspora writings is the feeling of dislocation in a foreign country. This is true in the case of 
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Chitra Banerjee Divakaruni’s Queen of Dreams. When Mrs. Gupta’s family decides to settle in 
Berkeley in California, they feel that they are outsiders in a no man’s land and there they have to 
struggle a lot for their survival. The living ‘in-between’ condition is very painful for the family.  
 
The paper explores not only the ideas of identity but also racial issues. Rakhi, Mrs. Gupta’s 
daughter frequently encounters crisis of identity, which is tied to her inability to reconcile her 
parents’ American identity with her Indian identity. She is born with the hyphenated existence - 
Asian American. Stuart Hall, speaking of diaspora and cultural identity, suggests that “Cultural 
identity is imprinted through kinship and lineage in the genes, constitutive of our innermost 
selves”. (176)1 
 
During this time, Rakhi undergoes another crisis. She is the owner of a cafe  called the ‘chai 
house’, which sells Indian food adapted to American tastes and the crisis comes in the form of a 
cafe that is part of a popular franchise which is running successfully just opposite Rakhi’s Chai 
house. With the course of time Rakhi finds “authentic” Indian-ness in the customer cum friend 
circle that Mr. Gupta, Rakhi’s father’s acquaintance and his friends bring to the Chai house with 
additional flavor of some authentic Bengali snacks to the menu. 
 
Rakhi observes the Indian guests or customers coming to her chai house and notices their 
dresses. She notices that “While some wear western clothes and some are in kurta-pajamas. 
Lined faces showing their age, giving hints about their living in alien land in many difficulties 
and less triumphs” (193-194)2. Rakhi feels that though they have adapted the western lifestyle,  
still do not consider themselves as foreigners, and it is ironic. They’re her countrymen sharing 
the same skin colour. Rakhi is caught between two worlds of experiences, and re-memorizes her 
roots through these people. It becomes a therapeutic process for her. Nonetheless, this constant 
production and reproduction of identities proclaims variable identities that become threatening. If 
identities continually morph, what seems constant is mutability. In other words, as Avtar Brah 
suggests, such variable identities are “constituted within the crucible of the materiality of every-
day life; in the everyday stories we tell ourselves individually and collectively.” (183)3 
 
All the visitors who have formed an imagined community in her Kurma House which is later re-
named as Chai house seek a sense of belonging in her café but at the same time, they wear west-
ern clothes and feel insecure in the Indian café. Rakhi cannot anticipate the hidden logic behind 
the Java café putting up the American flag and advising her to close shop early. 
 
In the US, the devastation caused by the terrorists on September 11, 2001 shattered all compla-
cency and Chitra Banerjee had felt a need to narrate about it. The violence unleashed in the 
American Society on account of the bombing of the World Trade Center takes a great toll on the 
lives of the immigrants. Rakhi and her customers are attacked in the chai house by the native 
people called ‘patriots’. The attackers shout at the owners for keeping the shop open and ask 
questions about their identity. “Obscene words are hurled at them, Looked in the mirror lately? 
One of them spits. You ain’t no American! Its fuckers like you who planned this attack on the 
innocent people of this country. Time someone taught you faggots a lesson (267)4. Ruminating 
over these words Rakhi reflects “But if I wasn’t American then what was I?” (271)5. “All the 
built in feeling of being American is lost on that day of great loss to many people as they realize 
that, And people like us seeing ourselves darkly through the eyes of stranger who lost a sense of 
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belonging” (272)6. Thus, terrorism causes multiple stresses and Rakhi is forced to reconsider her 
identity where she has to locate herself.  
 
Talking about her aim in writing Queen of Dreams, Divakaruni says to Bloomsbury Review that                                     
she wanted people “to think about issues they haven’t considered before, to make them more 
compassionate towards other people”. “That was my major intention with writing this book after 
9/11. If I could make the pain and the hope powerful enough in the book, then maybe I might 
stop some prejudices out there and have some sort of counter effect to what followed 9/11” 
(website)7. 
 
The diaspora community in America suffers the effects of the new political crisis. There is an 
aura of hatred and fear mixed with a sense of insecurity due to the racial riots in the aftermath of 
9/11. Although it is not open violence to non-Americans, but to a large extent a concealed dis-
trust for the diaspora and Rakhi observes how she has suddenly become an outsider in a land that 
she was born and brought up in.  After this harrowing experience with the racial riots in the af-
termath of 9/11 Rakhi feels that all the people who lose their loved ones in such racial struggle 
lose their sense of belonging in a foreign country. Divakaruni brings in the theme of survival and 
coming together in her novel as the repercussions of the racial violence experienced by Rakhi 
family. It paves way to a cultural awakening in another sense. The few Chai house circle friends 
who had protected Rakhi from the terrorists now seem to her as real protectors, as culturally 
strong Indian men. 
 
Mrs Gupta, Rakhi’s mother is an interpreter of dreams, who struggles all her life along with her 
Rakhi in order to find their footing in a world which is alarmingly in the process of transition, 
torn by violence and horror. The picture of ancient India and contemporary America is simulta-
neously projected in Rakhi’s mind through the dream interpreting talent of her Indian mother and 
her present country America. 
 
Mrs. Gupta, the ‘queen’ of dreams, never lets off her Indianness. The power she had acquired in 
India-the power of interpreting dreams, she prefers to retain even at the cost of her nuptial life, 
which otherwise would desert her. As a consequence, she leads the life of a wife without being a 
wife. To her, “a dream is a telegraph from the hidden world” (34) that she would always cherish. 
Mrs Gupta also abandons Rakhi to look deep into her life or know about her dream telling. 
Gradually, Rakhi considers herself as an abandoned child when she cannot follow her mother to 
the realm of dreams. She is haunted by the feeling that her mother’s priorities lie outside rather 
than with her own family. This distance from her husband and daughter creates a gap in the fami-
ly of Mrs. Gupta in which the daughter vainly strives for her mother’s attention and the father 
confines himself to drinking. Rakhi’s relationship with her father is also superficial. She does not 
have much dialogue with him throughout her childhood. In the same way, she is not allowed to 
read the dream journals of her mother. Mrs. Gupta weaves her unfathomable past and unique gift 
of interpreting other’s dreams into her dream journals secretly. These dream journals bear the 
reminiscences of her past life in the caves with the elders who taught her the skills of interpreting 
dreams. 
 
It is when Mrs. Gupta dies and Rakhi throws her mother’s ashes in the valleys, she realises that 
her mother had wished her family to understand her through the journal after her death by telling 
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them the truth about her in the journals. Her mother would want her remains to become part of 
the land where she grew up, “because there’s a way in which the geography of one’s childhood 
makes its way into one’s bones.”(133-4). Fortunately, Rakhi’s father comes forward to translate 
the Begali journals into English for Rakhi, and she explores inch by inch her mother’s journals 
through his help. This brings her closer with him as she sees his hidden talents unfurl and dis-
misses her doubts about him for being responsible for her mother’s death.  
 
In the course of time both decide to run the tea shop. The few downfalls in the business and con-
stant support of her father strengthens trust and understanding between them. Simultanously, 
Rakhi has a break up with her husband Sonny, and she does not bother his phone calls while he 
urges her to prevent the divorce. Rakhi’s behaviour might be influenced by her mother who is an 
unwelcome example of leading a strange life due to secrecy and isolation from society. We may 
understand Rakhi intentionally creates this silence between herself and her husband, for Rakhi 
has experienced a detached relationship with her mother. But, the terrorist attack on her chai 
house event somehow brings Rakhi and Sonny close once again. Rakhi develops a similar rela-
tionship with her daughter, Jonaki, who inherits her grandmother’s dream-telling talent. Rakhi 
observes that the gift Jonaki possesses is also “a terrible weight she’ll have to carry... by herself” 
(283). Rakhi lets Jonaki go her way and search for her talent as her mother Mrs Gupta has done 
to her.  
 
Thus, the aftermath of 9/11 racial riots bring Rakhi’s broken family together. The family moves 
towards success and stability of life.  
 
In an interview Responding with Hope to 9/11 with Terry Hong, Divakaruni shares, “I felt I had 
to create an imaginative piece about what happened. Slowly, things took shape.  I also wanted to 
explore the sense of mystery about the universe.  Reality  is  not  as  objective  as  we  like  to  
think  it  is. Reality is subjective: Different people come out of the same event seeing and feeling 
different things.  9/11 is such an example: Some reacted with great fear, others with violence. 
For Rakhi, the book’s central character, and her mother, reality operates very differently. More 
than anything else I’ve written, the novel questions how we arrive at our notion of reality and 
whether there is just one reality. That sense of mystery and magic is very important in this nov-
el.” 
 
Thus, Rakhi emerges as a stronger and happier woman at the end of the novel. The negative 
forces of terrorism in an adopted country thus contribute to Rakhi’s growth and evolution as a 
more mature and confident individual. 
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